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Class of 2021-22 Graduate Follow Up Report by Major 

The table below shows employment status of NHCC graduates after one year of graduation. All 
information is gathered by using the MN State Graduate Follow-Up Survey distributed to all graduated 
students inside of one fiscal year. Survey responses were provided either by graduates or individuals 
who know the graduates and their employment relatedness to program of study. 
The results below represent students from the 2021-22 graduating class with suppression applied: 

• For counts: If counts are <10 then "<10" is displayed instead of the counts. 
• For %'s: If counts are <10 then "*" is displayed instead of percent. 
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Source: Minnesota State Graduate Follow-up Survey 

NOTES: 
1) Graduates or individuals who know the graduates provided this information, including the relatedness of 
employment to the program of study. 
2) Related Employment Part-time includes graduates who reported related employment but did not indicate the 
number of hours worked per week. 
3) Unavailability for Employment includes graduates who chose not to seek work, were unable to work, or were 
international students who returned to their homelands. 
4) Status Unknown includes graduates who could not be located or did not respond to requests for information. 
5) Categories of employment can include some graduates who also reported continuing education but indicated 
that employment was their preferred classification. 
6) Continuing Education can include some graduates who also reported employment but indicated that continuing 
education was their preferred classification. 
7) Related Employment Rate has calculated as Total Related Work as a percent of Total Available for Related 
Employment. 
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8) Total Related Work is a sum of Related Work Full-time and Related Work Part-time (both come from the 
survey). Total Available for Related Employment is the sum of Related Work (FT or PT), Available for Work but 
Unemployed and Unrelated Work Seeking Related. 
9) Sums of percentages might not equal total percentages due to rounding. 
10) N/A ("Not Applicable") is displayed when there are no graduates available for Related Employment.  
11) **- This program is designed as a transfer degree to prepare students for further education and not necessarily 
employment. 
 

 

 


